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What do you get when you mix a bottle of tequila, a single mom moonlighting as a stripper, and her
sinfully sexy boss with an impulsive side?Married. You get married.Rich. Demanding. Hot.
Crazy.That was Beckett Cruz in a nutshell.Not to mention wild, determined, dangerous, and
forbidden.He was my bossâ€”and, after a drunken moment of insanity, my new husband.An
annulment was impossible... so was keeping him.I was taking my daughter and leaving, determined
to give her a quieter life.But Beckett Cruz had never taken no for an answer.And he wasn't about to
take mine.What happens in Vegas... might just keep you there. (STRIPPED DOWN is a standalone,
erotic romance novel. It is a companion to STRIPPED BARE, although it isn't necessary to read it
first.)
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I absolutely loved Beckett and Cassie! Cassie is a single mother doing what needs to be done to
support her and her precocious and beautiful six-year old daughter Ciara or CiCi as she's called.
And I'll just say right here, that CiCi is right up there with Mila Burke as one of my most favorite book
kids EVER! Anyway, Cassie works atThe Landing Strip the strip club that Beck and Wes own and

she's darn good at her job....until one night.On this night Beck notices and calls her to his office and
this is when the fun begins!!! To put it mildly, Beck is the epitome of tall dark and handsome and is
like sex on a stick!!! When these two are discussing why Cassie is off her game while on stage, he
does it while they're drinking some tequila and you know what happens when too much tequila is
consumed right?...."He shot me that grin again, and this time, the cobwebs on my entire vagina
disintegrated."And oh how pleasurable that disintegration is...as the night wears on, more tequila
and more conversation both with words and their bodies and before you know it, they're married!!!
Here's the thing though, even though it was done in a drunken stupor I was hoping that they would
see how good they were for each other.And when it comes time for the divorce papers to be signed
and they aren't, words are thrown around and instead of getting pissed at her Beck does what he
does best, he kisses her...."He kissed me like the world was ending around us and I was the
memory he wanted to die with."Talk about sending me over the swooning edge!!! Adding to the
sweetness and the "she needs to keep him" category is when CiCi meets and starts to fall in love
with Beck and it's a mutual love.

I can always count on Emma Hartâ€™s books to be quick, dirty, and fun, and Stripped Down meets
all of my expectations.Beckett is everything I love in an alpha hero. He is dominant in the bedroom,
but he is caring and sweet in all other aspects of his relationship with his woman. He listens
attentively to verbal and nonverbal cues of Cassie, and he works hard to make her life better.
Seeing him with her daughter CiCi is another reasons the reader will fall in love with him, and it will
cause serious ovary explosions. I am going to be honest and say his interactions with the
heroineâ€™s daughter are some of my favorite parts of the book. These tiny scenes make me love
him even more. Cassie is a single mother that is doing a job she hates in order to provide for her
child. Readers will love this heroine because she sacrifices for her childâ€™s happiness, and she
isnâ€™t bitter or angry about it. She does have fears that hold her back, and the reader will want to
strangle her due to all the back and forth that goes on in her mind but it is understandable. She has
been damaged pretty bad in the past, and so what motivates her as a character makes her behavior
understandable. Her daughter, CiCi, becomes this little ray of sunshine in the book. She adds some
comic relief and breaks some tense moments between Beck and Cassie, but Emma Hart uses her
character to bring them together and help the reader fall in love with the two main characters not
only individually but also as a couple.I enjoyed the plot and pacing of the story. The progression of
the story moves quickly, but Emma Hart pulls it off, because, although it is a short time span, there
are days that they literally spend all day together.
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